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Is your computer giving you
sleepless nights?

Spybots, Malware, Trojans, Bugs?
Problems with speed, Internet etc?

Let me help you - Home Visits.
Virus removal, maintenance,

diagnostics, repairs,
and much, much more.

Affordable prices by a qualified
computer engineer

Call 966 770 234 / 654 769 762
Email: pcnightmares@yahoo.co.uk

Bienvenido a todos and to Søren, one of our readers in Denmark, en varm velkomst.
   Well here we are again,  July - sun, sea and mosquitos! ( See page 12)  It’s 30° in the shade at 18.30,
beautiful!  There are some holiday makers around, the Spanish being in the majority, with the anglosajons still
very thin on the ground.  The pools look so inviting at the moment.
   While speaking to Julian of First Choice this week, he told me that it is likely he will be closing the
minimarket in the near future.  There is not sufficient demand to keep the shop open.  When you remember
what this little shop has to offer - open every day with fresh bread and other staples, newspapers, postcards,
stamps, a post box and much, much more - it will be a shame to lose it.  It has been an asset to the community
but as the old adage goes, ‘Use ‘em or lose ‘em!’
   Ann and Phil Ball are holding a charity bash at No. 246 in Dream Hills 2 on Thursday July 22nd between
3pm ‘till 6pm.  There will be lots of cakes, scones, cream etc with tea, coffee or soft drinks.  The cost is just
€2.50 per person plus €1 for the raffle.  All proceeds and donations will go to the AECC Contra Cancer.  We
are certainly looking forward to it and hope that you can make it too.  Put it in your diary!
   There is plenty happening in July here.  The San Javier Jazz Festival kicks-off on Friday July 2 with Chris
Issak.  The festival which runs for the whole month features many class artists including George Benson and
two of my favourites, Dr. John and Canned Heat.  See www.jazzsanjavier.com for more details.
   The annual Haberneros & Polifonia Festival takes place in Torrevieja at the Eras de la Sol theatre from July
23rd to 30th.  The festival (or competition) will feature 28 choirs from 16 different countries.
   But if you really want to see something you will never forget then you must see this year’s Moors and
Christians pageant in Orihuela.  This spectacular festival runs from the 16th to the 24th of July in Orihuela
and a visit is a ‘must see’.  The town hall generally provides free transportation for a couple of days, to and
from the festival from the Playa Flamenca area.  You can get more information by calling Stefan at the town
hall on 966 760 000.
   Thank you to Alan & Pat for the joke books and to Denis & Beryl for their subscription and generous donation.
   Hope many of you readers overseas manage to join us over here this summer.
                                                                                    Mick, Editor.



2 What’s Up?
   The lead items during the month in the Spanish press have been the World Cup and the latest labour reform measures.
After two years of failed negotiations between the employers’ federation and the unions, the government have imposed
some ‘wishy washy’ changes which nobody appears happy with.  In Congress, there were more abstention votes than
votes in favour of the new legislation.  The issue of collective bargaining was not addressed and the contract system was
further complicated.  I cannot say how the measures taken will stimulate the economy, particularly when coupled with
the VAT/IVA increases this month.   (See new tax rates in Dream Scene, page 9 issue no. 32, October 2009.)
   A General Strike called by the Spanish Unions has been set for September 29, no doubt to avoid the August holidays!
The strike has been called in protest at some of the austerity measures, particularly in relation to pension reform.  A
strike called by the civil servant/government workers union in early June had little impact.  There was also a 24-hour
train strike on June 25 with around 43,000 passengers affected and a strike by the Madrid Metro this week has brought
the city to a standstill.  I would not be surprised if the air-traffic controllers ‘play-up’ this summer seeing that they have
had their salaries reduced by around 40% and their daily shifts dangerously extended in some areas, particularly in
southern Spain.  You can expect plenty of strikes this year in Spain.
   House sales in Spain recovered in April by 16.7% compared to the same time last year , with the resale property market
particularly buoyant, up 26.6%, while new property sales were 10% higher.  It was the 4th consecutive monthly rise in
house sales in Spain, according the National Statistics Institute.  It had been thought that there was a rush to buy property
ahead of the IVA/VAT increases in July, but in fact resale property is not affected by the new tax increase.
Some welcome news was that Torrevieja and Orihuela topped the national sales charts for the last 12 months of
municipalities which are not provincial capitals.  Both areas sold a total of  6,733 homes.  In the provincial capitals 7,875
were sold in Valencia, 4,782 in Murcia, 14,187 in Barcelona and 31,325 in Madrid.  For the 12-month period re-sales
increased by 31.3% (Source Costa News).  However there is still plenty of ‘doom and gloom.’  The Fitch rating’s agency
has estimated that house prices in Spain should fall by a further 30% between now and 2012. It’s part of a warning for
the real estate sector, with Fitch considering that the official housing statistics do not ‘reflect the real situation of the
market’.  (Government statistics in Spain should have the preamble - ‘Once upon a time.....’)   In an online interview,
the Spanish ex Minister for Housing, María Antonia Trujillo, stated that she has been looking for a property for three
years and would not buy a property in Spain right now as she had expected house prices to fall a further 30-50%.
Probably an irresponsible statement given the fragility of what remaining confidence there is on the Spanish economy.
   The new smoking legislation, which is expected to be introduced on January 1, 2011, will prohibit smoking in all bars,
restaurants and leisure facilities, but will allow smoking in stadiums, bullrings and on terraces.  Excluded from the
legislation are some hotel rooms, smokers clubs and spaces where people are held against their will, such as jails and
psychiatric institutions.  Because of long delays, perhaps they should include airport terminals in this category!
   The birth rate in Spain fell in 2009, the first time in 10 years after years of constant growth.  The 2009 figure of 10.73
newborns per 1,000 residents indicated a drop of 5% on the previous year.  Despite the recession, the statistics were met
with some surprise as births among immigrants usually boosted the figures.  This would indicate that the Socialist
government’s 2007 measure of giving a 2,500€ bonus to families with newborns failed to have an effect.  The ‘baby
bonus’ was withdrawn recently as part of the austerity measures.
   Car dealerships across Spain are reported to be considering claiming back from purchasers 6.5 million € in discounts
that they gave as part of the Government’s 2000E scrappage scheme, because when they later came to claim the money
from the Government, the system collapsed.  It’s reported that 13,000 sales are in dispute. The car dealers have warned
purchasers too that their income tax returns may not be accurate in these cases, saying they should be considered as a
discount from the seller, and not as a grant but the Hacienda may take a different view of this!
   The airport at Ciudad Real, the first private airport in the country, has applied for bankruptcy protection after being
unable to meet a 290 million € debt. It comes after just two years of operation and a week after the regional government
denied a 140 million guarantee. Most of the debt is held by Spanish savings banks, with CCM, Cajasol and Cajasur
having 200 million between them.  Work on the delayed new airport at Corvera in Murcia is to resume now that an
additional line of 200 million euro has been approved.  The airport is scheduled to open in 2012.
   The Chairman of Iberia Airlines has stated that he is confident that the merger with British Airways will be completed
in November this year.
   Caja Madrid and Bancaja have agreed to form the largest savings bank in Spain. The two are currently the second and
third largest in Spain.  Some of the smaller savings banks are also expected to join them.  European banks, mainly
German and French, have 602 billion € invested in Spain through loans to banks and companies here.  Today, July 1,
Spanish banking institutions have to repay more than 442 billion euro to the European Central Bank.
   Reported plans by the government to increase electricity prices for domestic users and small businesses by 4% in July
have just been cancelled.  Electricity bills in Spain have already increased by 26% in price over the past 30 months, and
consumer and opposition groups have criticised the rise, especially as it was planned at the same time IVA/VAT is set
to increase this month.
   After receiving cross-party agreement, the Spanish government have introduced a new compensation scheme for
victims of terrorism.  A death will result in the compensation payment of 250,000€, 500,000€ for a serious disability
and for permanent incapacity an initial award of 180,000€ is made which is then supplemented to take account of
personal and family circumstances.  All payments are tax free and backdated to January 1960.  More Spanish people
have been injured by ETA terrorists than any other terrorist faction.

(I'm in the doghouse again!!  I swapped our double bed for a trampoline, the missus hit the roof!!!)



3What’s Up? continued
   The Organización de Consumidores y Usuarios  talked to 10,000 travellers in 150 airports and discovered that
specially protected suitcases (i.e. with plastic or cling-film wrapped around them) saw robbery or loss on 3.4% of
occasions while on normal baggage it was only 0.9%.  Robberies were most frequent in the airports of Rio de Janeiro,
Mexico City, Almería, Lanzarote and Menorca.  The least robberies were at Valladolid and Zaragoza, followed by
Tokyo and Munich.
   An attempt by Spain to ensure that all battered women in Europe received the same level of protection, particularly if
they move from one country to another, has been delayed by the UK, who have requested more time stating that the
wording of the proposal is inadequate.  In 2008, 8,000 Romanians and 2,000 Germans victims in Spain benefited from
protection orders.
   A British couple received a 17-year plus sentence for the murder of their two month old baby in Torrevieja.  Initially
the couple were not arrested as there appeared to be nothing amiss until the autopsy revealed that the child had been
beaten prior to its death.  The couple were later arrested by the National Police after they tried to cross the frontier into
Gibraltar, and have been held in prison on remand since April 1, 2008.
   A British man has been arrested for stabbing a fellow Brit in a bar in nearby Urbanisation Ciudad Quesada at 11 am
on June 10.  The alleged assailant first fired a shotgun into the ground in the bar which, like the playing of the British
National Anthem in a theatre, had the effect of virtually clearing the bar in a split second, people diving everywhere for
cover.  The chap with the shotgun then stabbed the victim in the chest.  And you thought that Playa Flamenca
Commercial (Dodge City!) was a bit lively!
   A 61-year-old German woman who operated a bar in the Pinar de Campoverde urbanisation in nearby Pilar de la
Horadada, was murdered in her bar during the torrential rains on the evening of June 15.  Her German 60-year-old
business partner and ex-lover has been charged with the murder.
  The Spanish Tax Authority has warned of a massive ‘phishing’ campaign on the internet linked to this year’s tax
returns. The fraudsters try to trick victims into completing a questionairre online, which looks as if it comes from the
Hacienda and which asks for confidential information so that the income tax rebate can be paid.  Hacienda has said that
it never asks for account numbers over the internet.
   A massive international operation has nabbed 178 people, 76 of them in Spain for credit-card cloning in 14 countries.
The other arrests were carried out in Romania (16), France (30), Italy (7), Germany (16), Ireland (12), United States (8),
Australia (2), Sweden (2), Greece (2), Finland (3), and Hungary (4).
   A 52 year old has been arrested in Tarragona and charged with stealing 7.5 miles of copper wire, valued in excess of
three million euro, taken during over 100 raids to the port.  The wire was destined for nearby wind farms.
     The prosecutor has called for a 24 year prison sentence, a 36 year ban from public office, and an 810 million € fine
for Juan Antonio Roca, the ex Municipal Real Estate Assessor in Marbella Town Hall, for his alleged role at the centre
of the Malaya corruption case.  He faces charges of fraud, money laundering, bribery and misuse of public funds.  The
Malaya case broke back on March 29 2006, when some 20 people were arrested in the first stage, including Roca and
the then Mayor of Marbella, Marisol Yagüe. It’s become the largest ever corruption case based in a Town Hall in Spain.
95 people face charges in the case which is due to commence in late September.
   The Spanish traffic authority, the DGT, will now ban all types of radar speed-trap detectors in cars.  To date it has only
been the radar inhibitors which have been banned.
   Each of Spain’s 23 players in the World Cup have been promised a bonus of 600,000€ if they win the trophy.
   Free Wi-Fi locations and improved TDT signals are promised for the Orihuela Costa in the near future.
  Latest: Have just heard that the ex-PP mayor of nearby San Javier, José Hernández, and three others were arrested

this Tuesday, June 29, for bribery, corruption, misuse of public funds etc.

Easy, William.
A woman in a supermarket is following a grandfather and his badly behaved
three-year-old grandson.  It's obvious that he has his hands full, what with the child
screaming at the top of his lungs for sweets in the sweet aisle, biscuits in the biscuit
aisle, and for fruit, cereal and pop in the other aisles.
Meanwhile, Gramps is working his way around, saying in a calm, controlled voice:
"Easy, William, we won't be much longer ... easy, boy."
Another outburst and she hears the grandpa calmly say, "It's okay, William, just a
couple more minutes and we'll be out of here. Hang in there, boy."
At the checkout, the little terror is throwing items out of the cart, and Gramps says
again in a controlled voice, "William, William, relax buddy, don't get upset. We'll
be home in five minutes; stay cool, William."
Very impressed, the woman goes outside where the grandfather is loading his
groceries and the boy into the car. She says to the gentleman, "It's none of my
business, but you were amazing in there. I don't know how you did it. That whole
time, you kept your composure, and no matter how loud and disruptive he got, you
just calmly kept saying things would be okay. William is very lucky to have you
as his grandpa."
"Thanks, lady," said the grandfather, "but I'm William ... the little bastard's name
is Charlie.”

Geordies
General Custer is standing on a
hill overlooking the Little Big
Horn.  In the distance he can hear
Sitting Bull’s braves pounding on
their drums.
He turns to a little Geordie soldier
in his ranks, ‘Listen,’ he says,
‘They have war drums.’
The Geordie replies, ‘Why,man!
The thievin’ bastards!’

‘The other night I ate at a real nice
family restaurant.  Every table had
an argument going.’
                               George Carlin

‘I’ve got Gordon Ramsay’s new
book, it’s called “Take Two Eggs
and F*** off”.’               Jack Dee
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Places To Eat, by Jules

   Highly recommended is ‘Mulberry’s’ in Quesada.(Telephone 966 719 819)  Just drive through the arches
and park close by.  Mulberry’s is situated to the left, just behind the petrol station.  This is a fairly small but
very popular restaurant with only space for three of four tables inside but plenty outside on the terrace with a
good view of the local ‘rustic’ car wash!  The restaurant and its owners,  Chander Mehan - front of house, and
James Honess - chef, featured in one of the episodes of BBC1’s ‘Living in the Sun’ in March 2008.
   The menu at Mulberry’s offers plenty of choice with English, Thai, Indian and Italian dishes available.  They
also have a special menu priced at 12.75€, but as this menu may not always on display you may have to ask
for it.  They also do superb sandwiches in a hot Ciabata style bread (they bake their own bread on the premises)
with various fillings, side salad and coleslaw.  One of our favourite dishes is the Tandoori Chicken Salad, a
mouth watering dish.  If you like a ‘kick’ in your salad, this is the one!  Spicy chicken chunks lying on a bed
of lettuce, tomato and cucumber, coated in a yoghurt and mint dressing - only 4.50€ for a starter portion -
which I found to be large enough for a main course.  The Greek salad looked very interesting with plenty of
feta cheese.  They also do a wonderful garlic & cheese Ciabatta bread, one portion - two large slices -
definately enough for two people and very filling.  They have a breakfast, lunchtime and evening menu and
every dish sounds tempting!

   Another restaurant is ‘Sunrise...’ in Campoamor. (Telephone 965 320 070)  The Sunrise proprietors have
three restaurants in all, one at La Mosca, another at Cabo Roig with the one at Campoamor being the most
difficult to find as it is slightly off the main roads.  Drive along the N332 towards Cabo Roig and take the exit
for Campoamor Playa; follow the signs for Sunrise which will lead you under the bridge to the restaurant,
which leads through an arch into a beautiful setting with plenty of inside and outside seating space.  At the
rear of the property there is a corral with several horses. There is also a large marquee with a fountain inside
it close to the bar and restaurant if you prefer to eat there.
   Sunrise describes itself as an ‘American Restaurant & Grill’ and features a menu with more than 160 choices.
There are plenty of starters priced from 5€ upwards for nachos etc, various burgers from €8 together with
steaks, pastas, pizzas and plenty of fish courses.  A dish I can recommend is the beef and mushroom sandwich;
this is made from crusty farmhouse bread all baked together in an oven and coated in bechamel sauce and
served with chips and coleslaw.  There is also a very robust and full-flavoured house red wine, 14% alcohol,
at 8.50 €.  They hold ‘Flamenco Nights’ outside at 9pm on Tuesdays and Fridays, where a special menu of six
starters which feature spicy mussels, chicken soup and melon & ham; six main courses which include roast
lamb, sole in orange sauce and steaks and six desserts which include pancakes, tiramisu, profiteroles or coffee.
All this including a bottle of wine or water for just 21.90 per person.
   A menu del dia is also offered at 12€.  One day we had Sopa de Mariscos with croutons for starters (no other
choice), followed by a choice of a large cutlet of grilled salmon or chichen breast in mushroom sauce, both
served with chips and salad garnish.  There were a number of choices for dessert but we both had the
strawberry cake, which was truly delicious.  Although this price did not include bread, salad or wine, the
portions were very generous with excellent presentation and quality produce.  It was well worth the money!
   This is definitely a place to visit with family or friends, where you can spend the whole evening chilling-out
around the fountain.

Ashes to Ashes
Martha recently lost her skinflint husband.  She had him cremated and
brought his ashes home.  Picking up the urn that he was in, she poured
the ashes out on to the patio table. Then, tracing her fingers in the
ashes, she started talking to him....'Herman, you know that dishwasher
you promised me? I bought it with the insurance money!'
She paused for a minute, but still tracing her fingers in the ashes she
said, 'Herman, remember that car you promised me? Well, I also
bought it with the insurance money!'
Again, she paused for a few minutes and while tracing her fingers in
the ashes and said, 'Herman, that diamond ring you promised me?
Well, I bought that too with the insurance money!'
Finally, still tracing her fingers in the ashes, she said, 'Herman,
remember that blow job I promised you?'……'Well here it comes!'
(Pete Dudman)

Quickies!
Car of the year 2010 as voted for by the readers
of Cosmopolitan and Women's Own is...
A blue one!!
I saw an Indian asleep on the train, noticed the
little red dot on her forehead, and thought, "Is
she on standby?"
Q: Why do the French call their fighter the
"Mirage"?
A: Because it's never been seen in a combat zone.
Piracy is killing the music industry.
You try playing the guitar with a hook.
I went down the local fair last night and they had
one of those things you have to punch as hard as
you can.
A tinker.
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ENGINEER
Call Keith for a free quotation

AFFORDABLE
AIR CON

Tel: 965 326 163 & 649 584 493

ALL WORK CARRIED OUT BY A
CITY & GUILD’S

QUALIFIED INSTALLATION

Specialising in taxes & advice for
non-residents and residents at

excellent rates.
Wills

Contracts
Translations

Notary visits, Rental agreements
Taxes, Utility Bills on-line,

Non-Resident Taxes
Residencia Applications
Based in Dream Hills

Native English & Spanish staff
Visit www.modelo214.com
Or call 0034 665 466 481

DOMESTIC
ROLLER SHUTTERS

FOR DOORS AND WINDOWS
REPAIRED, REPLACED OR NEW

MOZI BLINDS
SUPPLIED & FITTED

CALL TONY ON 665 182 849

REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES
OF

WASHING MACHINES
DISHWASHERS

TUMBLE DRYERS
FRIDGE-FREEZERS

HOBS/OVENS
BOILER REPAIRS

ALSO INSTALLATIONS OF
THE ABOVE.

RECONDITIONED
MACHINES AVAILABLE

TEL: DAVE
   664-204-916

Registered Business - Fully Insured
8 Passenger Mini Bus
Fully Air Conditioned

Available 7 days a week
Trips to Corte Ingles, Primark etc

Airport Services,Local & Tourist Trips
Hen & Stag Nights, Benidorm, Markets

Golf Outings & German Beer Kellar!
Party Nights a speciality!
Tel: Peter 617 096 374

& 965 994 660

TRANSPORT SERVICES
Costa Blanca

NEED A PLUMBER?
***CORGI TRAINED***
All your plumbing needs!

Showers, Boilers,
Central Heating,
Taps, Leaks etc

Gas Water Heaters installed -
Constant economic hot water

From just €595!!
No job too small!
New Numbers!

Call Alan in Dream Hills
On 966 199 735
or 693 972 309

(Formerly of Brown’s
Hair & Beauty)

Competitive Prices!
Hairdressing in the
comfort of your own

home.
Ladies & Gents
Tel: 666 029 257

Note

New

Number!

Note

New

Number

MINI MARKET
VIA PARK V

FRESH BREAD DAILY,
DAILY PAPERS

GREETING CARDS & STAMPS
UK BRANDS & MOBILE TOP UPS

ENGLISH PRODUCE
 FRIENDLY SERVICE

FREE DELIVERIES FOR ORDERS
OVER €10 (INC DH2)

(POST BOX OUTSIDE SHOP)
OPEN 7 DAYS

Tel: 645 087 111

Gis a job!
A bloke goes into the Job Centre in London and sees a card advertising for a Gynaecologist's Assistant.
"Can you give me some more details about this?" he asks the girl behind the desk.
Oh, yes sir, the job entails you getting patients ready for the gynaecologist."
"You have to help the ladies out of their clothes and underwear, and prepare them for the gynaecologist's examination."
"There's a starting annual salary of £45,000, but you're going to have to go to Glasgow .."
"Oh, why? Is that where the job is?" he asks.
"No," replied the assistant, "that's where the end of the queue is."                                                     (Tracy Marshall)

Sign in a bar in Spain: ‘Due to the recent water shortage, beer will now be served at full strength.’



CRISTINE
Bar & Restaurant

Via Park V
Great English

 &
Italian Food

 Steaks, Fish, Pizza & Pasta
Generous Portions & CheapDrinks

New Specials!
Take-Away Service
ROAST DINNERS
EVERY SUNDAY

1 - 5 PM Tel: 664 642 304

SAM’S BAR
Los Balcones

Completely Refurbished
Monday - Darts Night!

Sunday - Fun Quiz
Plus Open the Box!

Full World Cup Coverage
on BIG Screens

Lots of Special Offers!
Sandwiches & Speciality Coffees
Coffee with Brandy/Tia Maria

Only €2.70
Happy Hour 3 - 7

Internet, TV & Lounge Area
Now Internet with Printer!

Via Park V
Tel: 966 798 122 or 696 285 861

ALL BAR SUE
DAYTIME & EVENING MENU

WORLD CUP WOBBLERS
ON AN 84˝ SCREEN

BOTTLED BEERS ONLY €1
PRICE DROPS BY 10 CENTS FOR EVERY

GOAL SCORED IN EVERY GAME!!
FUN QUIZ - THURSDAYS

ALTERNATIVE
SUNDAY LUNCH -

BBQ, TAPAS
OR SALADS

FULLY AIRCONDITIONED
OPEN MON - SUN 11.30 AM - 1.30 AM
There are no strangers at ‘ALL BAR SUE’

Only friends who haven’t met.
                      L.G. Floor Via park V.

Tel: 633 418 292

LIME BAR
Via Park 3

Now Bigger & Better!
Always a Warm Welcome!
Slimmers’ World 11.00 Mondays
Dominoes Mon & Thurs 5’’s & 3’s

FUN QUIZ NIGHT
Friday 9 pm

With Stand-Up Bingo &
Play Your Cards Right

 WORLD CUP on 4 BIG Screens
Speciality Coffees

Great Deals EVERY Day
Bud, Becks only € 1!!

Happy Hour Monday - Friday
4 ‘till 8 pm

Tel: 659 899 831

Wallet Watchers !!
(Every day except Sunday)
Main course from €6.50

3 Course with hot drink Only €8.95!
Sunday Roasts served ‘till 9pm
Win 3 course Sunday lunch for 2

at our Fun Quiz
every Wednesday at 3 pm

- the quiz that gives you more!
Try our great homemade desserts

Incl. Knickerbocker Glorys &
Banana Splits. Yum! Yum!

We now accept credit cards! Doña Anna’s
Pasty Shack

So much more than just a
Pasty Shack (but the Pasties

are d’arn good)
Lower Ground Floor

Via Park V  Tel 649 637 956
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Donna & Richard
Welcome you to

THE PHOENIX

WATCH THE

WORLD CUP
IN OUR AIR-CONDITIONED BAR

OR ON OUR PATIO.

CHRISTMAS PARTY!!
SATURDAY JULY 17

Live Entertainment
FUN QUIZ FRIDAYS &

OPEN THE BOX WITH BIG PRIZES
INTERNET WITH PRINTER

VIA PARK V

PANACHE
HAIR & BEAUTY

UNISEX
COLOUR
Roots - €20

Cut, Wash & Blow-Dry €10
Full Luxury Pedicure €10
Semi-Permanent Make Up

Gent’s Haircut €5
Also Nails, Chiropody,

HOPE
SUPPLIERS

Do you miss the bar snacks
from the UK?

We supply Walkers Crisps,
Quavers, Peanuts, Scratchings,

Teabags, Sauce Sachets,
Bacon & Scampi Fries

 plus much, much more!
We will beat any

like-for-like quote!!
We have an empty van returning

to the UK every two weeks.
Call Dave

In Spain: 0034693986378
In UK: 07968548202

Hail Hamilton!
50 yrs ago, 20 white men chasing
a black man were called the
Ku Klux Klan.
Today, it's called Formula One.
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Caveat Emptor!
  If you were troubled by damp and mould last winter, be glad
you did not purchase in the newest ‘prestigious’ residential
tower in Benidorm.  The Torre Lugano in Benidorm, which
was completed in July 2008, 18 months late, its the second
largest tower in Benidorm, 220 metres above sea level with 42
floors and 204 apartments.  It was promoted as the tallest
residential building in Spain amid great ballyhoo and fanfare.
  Many  of the apartments were sold ‘off-plan,’ but once
occupied by the owners it has turned into a disaster.  It seems
that once the first batch of flats were sold, the developers
greatly reduced the specifications and budgets for the build-
ing.  71 apartments remain unsold.  Once again, ‘what it said
on the tin’ was not what the owners got.
  The owners are now taking the promoter, constructor and
architect to court for 28.2 million € to make up for the quality
and image promised when they purchased.  The community
of owners has already spent 600,000 € since they took occu-
pation, 171,000 on urgent repairs alone and 200,000 on legal
fees!  Among the long list of complaints are that the builders
used compressed cardboard and chipboard instead of wood on
many finishes.  The fire alarm system has never worked and
the sprinkler system has gone off accidentally as many as 50
times in one day.  (Remember ‘Towering Inferno’?) The poor
quality of construction and concrete used in the five under-
ground levels of garages permits regular flooding.  Backed-up
sewerage has also been a major problem, and the stairs to the
offices have been closed for fear of collapse.
   50 of the 204 flats are currently up for sale together with the
empty 71. If you are daft enough, you can purchase a small
flat there for around 170,000 € or a penthouse for 700,000€.
  The owners are also suing the developer for building 5 floors
more than urban planning laws permit.
  The development is a joint venture between Acciona – one
of Spain’s biggest developers and constructors – and the
Valencian savings bank Bancaja.

Health Issues
  The Spanish Minister for Health, Trinidad Jiménez, has
been successful in beating off a Swedish proposal to the
EU, supported by the British, which suggested that
health care be paid for by the country where the EU
person has residence, despite the fact that many Britons
had been paying into the budgets of the British Health
Service.  Spain has managed to avoid paying an estimat-
ed 2 billion € a year for the medical treatment of retired
Europeans who live in the country.
  With so many retired Europeans resident in Spain, it
was important for Jiménez to get her way at the meeting
in Luxembourg in early June, and establish the principle
that each country covers the health costs of its own
national or foreign residents, including where ‘health
tourism’ is involved. Under this arrangement Spain gets
some 300 € per month, (not per annum as I stated in a
previous issue,) for each EU foreign resident pensioner,
which amounts to some 460 million € a year.
  From this September, many National Health Hospitals
in Spain will be telling their patients how much their
treatment/operation costs.  This is not to demand or even
request payment but to inform patients of the true cost
of their treatment.
  The quoted costs will of course vary from region to
region and hospital to hospital but it is worth looking at
some of the procedure costs which were extrapolated by
the Andalucian Health Authority in 2008.  All figures
quoted are in euros.
• Normal birth in hospital 1,600, if caesarian around
3,000.
• A new hip around 13,000.
• Appendicitis operations from 2,500 to 6,000.
• Heart transplant, up to 96,000.
• Biopsy including lab test 100.
• Abdominal ultrasound 35.
• Dialysis session 200.
• Radiation therapy 100.
The government hopes that the information campaign
will encourage proper use of the health services.
                                                         (Source, El Mundo)

Honour among thieves?
   Well there never was really, just a romanticised notion by
writers.  A Serbian/Croat group gang has managed to con a
gang of Colombian drug traffickers for 500,000 € in a fraud
carried out in Spain.  The Serbians, pretending to be Italians,
offered their services to the Colombian drug traffickers as
money launderers. Under the deal agreed the Colombians
have them 500,000 € in 50 and 100 € notes, and the Serbians
gave them 800,000 € in 500 € notes in exchange. When the
Columbians arrived at a Madrid hotel, the Serbs had arranged
for a desk, which was specially adapted to hide a gang
member, to be placed in the room.  They showed the Colom-
bians that the 500 € notes were legit before placing them in a
drawer of the desk, after the money was counted. It was then
that the person inside the desk  swapped the money for
photocopies of 500 € notes. The Columbians had travelled
about 20 miles before realising that they had been ‘suckered.’
The police have arrested four Columbians, Six Serbo-Croats
and a Spanish intermediary.
   The story begs two questions, first, where did the Serbs get
the 800,000 in the first place and secondly, what would
happen if they put them all in the same cell or prison, Colum-
bians and Serbs not known for their pacifist ways?

Citibreak to Paris?
A boy was upstairs playing on his computer when his
granddad came in the room and sat down on the bed.
"What are you doing?", asked the granddad. "You're 18
years old and wasting your life! When I was 18, I went
to Paris and to the Moulin Rouge, where I drank all
night, had my way with the dancers, pissed on the
barman and left without paying! Now that is how to
have a good time!"
A week later, the grandfather comes to visit again. He
finds the boy still in his room, but with a broken nose,
arm in plaster, 2 black eyes with all his front teeth gone!
"What happened?", he asked.
"Well Grandfather!", replied the boy. "I did what you
did! I went to Paris, went to the Moulin Rouge, drank all
night, had my way with the dancers, pissed all over the
barman, but he and the bouncers beat the crap out of me!"
"Oh dear!", replied the granddad. "Who did you go
with?" "Just some friends, why? Who did you go with?"
"Oh!" replied the grandad. "The Third Panzer Division."
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The History of Spain, Part 15.  The Beginning of the Spanish Empire.
   The death of Ferdinand in 1516 meant that his daughter, Joanna the Mad, was technically the next in line to the throne.
Joanna was favoured by the nobles, probably because she was Spanish and her succession line was direct.  The fact she
was insane and confined to a convent in Tordesillas did not seem to be an issue to them.  The irrepressible Cardinal
Cisneros took charge as regent until the next in line, Ferdinand’s grandson Carlos, arrived from Flanders.  When the
Cardinal’s authority was questioned by the nobles, he pointed to a row of cannons and shouted, ‘There’s my authority!’
Carlos was the only surviving heir of four great European dynasties, Burgundian, Habsburg, Aragonese and Castilian.
17-year-old Carlos arrived in the port of Santander with a fleet of 40 ships in September 1517.  Young Carlos cut a poor
figure.  He had a mouth that hung open and a greatly enlarged lower jaw.  This was a deformity which would grow
considerably worse in successive generations of the Habsburgs due to inbreeding, and is still referred to as a ‘Habsburg
jaw.’  He could not speak Spanish (Castilian) and knew little about peninsular affairs.  He also surrounded himself with
a large pampered Flemish entourage and it was not long before the Spanish nobility began to resent their new king.
Carlos had his mother Joanna confined to the convent in Tordesillas, where she was to remain until her death in 1555.
Although a virtual prisoner, Johanna was still the legitimate Queen and was provided with everything befitting her
position including 155 servants.
   However it was Carlos who now held the reins of power.  By the time he was 19, this clumsy youth controlled the
largest and most powerful empire since ancient Rome.  It encompassed Castilla and Aragon (Spain), Naples and most
of Southern Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, the Spanish Colonies in the Americas, part of France, the Low Countries (Belgium
and the Netherlands), Austria, Hungary, Bohemia and sections of Germany.   It was also around this time that a handful
of tough conquistadores from the poorest areas of Spanish Extremadura, set out from Hispaniola (Cuba) and would
within a decade or so, add most of South and Central America and the Philippines to the empire together with massive
amounts of silver, gold and booty to the treasure chest of the new Spain.  (More on the remarkable conquistadores in
the next month’s history article.)
   It is impossible in just one page to give a detailed account of the reign of Carlos I of Spain, but I will attempt to trace
the main events.
   At the age of 19, Carlos I was elected to the title of Holy Roman Emperor - Emperor Charles V.  Unfortunately war
and conflict are part and parcel of having an empire, and during Carlos’s forty-year reign, he spent only sixteen years in
Spain because of an endless series of foreign conflicts, most against the French, who felt that they were surrounded by
the Habsburgs and who also wanted territorial gain in Italy .
   Within Iberia, many Spaniards initially resented their foreign king and the influx of foreigners, mostly Flemish, to
important posts in Spain and the New World, while Castillians were ignored.  (The Flemish courtiers came to be
identified with anything flashy, and left their name with Spain’s traditional music and dance, flamenco. Mark Williams)
When Carlos tried to increase taxes, the Castilian nobility erupted in the Revolt of the Comuneros.  This short but bloody
civil war was crushed at the Battle of Villalar in 1521.   In 1526 he married his first cousin, Isabella of Portugal, which
helped endear him to the Spanish.
   Although Holy Roman Emperor and self proclaimed ‘defender of the faith,’ his imperial troops went on a rampage
and sacked Rome in 1527; Pope Clement VII being held as a virtual prisoner could not then annul the marriage of King
Henry VIII of England to Charles’s aunt, Catherine of Aragon.  This would have serious consequences for Catholicism
in England.
   In what was to become Germany, Carlos’s efforts to suppress the heresy of Protestantism was frustrated by the German
princes, while in the Netherlands a revolt by the Frisian peasants was eventually quashed.  However the Low Countries
would continue to trouble the Spanish crown for centuries to come.
   Although a lover of peace, Carlos did not shy from a fight.  He once challenged the King of France to single combat,
but unsurprisingly the French king refused.  The Turk was the other great enemy of Spain and when the Ottoman Turks
swept up the Balkans in 1529, thousands of Spanish troops helped repulse the invasion at the gates of Vienna.
   For many years the Spanish Mediterranean coastline came under constant harassment from the Barbary pirates.  They
were led then by Barbarossa who now linked-up with the Ottoman Turks.  Even today the Spanish coastline is still dotted
with hilltop watchtowers, particularly in Andalucia, which were used to detect the arrival of the pirates.  Torrevieja - the
old tower - has one of these and it is still visible near La Mata.  The constant raiding forced the Spanish to move inland,
which is why in our area the older towns of Orihuela, Elche and Crevillente are all inland.
   In 1535 Carlos assembled a great expedition of 400 ships and 30,000 troops and attacked Tunis in North Africa.
Barbarossa and the pirates fled and thousands of Christian slaves were freed from their shackles.  A follow up assault
on Algiers six years later was a failure with the Spanish loss of 150 ships and 12,000 men.  This meant that the western
Mediterranean remained under the threat of the Barbary pirates.  It was not until the turn of the century that a permanent
and draconian solution was found to the pirate problem.
   In 1555, Carlos had enough.  He abdicated his Spanish empire to his son Philip, and his brother Ferdinand held onto
the dynastic Habsburg lands and became Holy Roman Emperor.  Carlos, who suffered from epilepsy and crippling gout
attacks, retired and lived alone in the secluded monastery of Juste in Extremadura, with his cat and a parrot for company.
He lined all the walls with his huge collection of clocks and once remarked, ‘How can I possibly have hoped to unite all
my dominions when I cannot make these clocks strike the hour together?’
   In 1558, shortly after attending a rehearsal of his own funeral, he died from malaria.
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Patches ‘n’ Pins
Qualified Seamstress

40 yrs. Experience
Turn-ups

to
Tailoring

Patterns taken from
your favourite clothes.
Reasonable Prices

***
Phone: Sandra 966 799 188

Mobile: 680 486 336
(Operating from Dream Hills)

Other News
Collection Plate

   The Catholic Church’s Conferencia Episcopal, has
admitted that it gets 252 million € a year from the ticked
box on the Spanish income tax returns, but claims that
it invests far more than that in return. The Church says
most of the funds go to pay the Social Security for the
more than 20,000 priests it has across the country.
    If the relevant box is ticked in your tax return it means
that 0.7% of your income tax paid goes to the Catholic
Church.  Although some religions, such as Muslim,
Jewish, Protestant, Mormons, Buddhists and the
Jehovah’s Witnesses, already enjoy some tax breaks,
Hindus and the Church of Scientology are not included
yet.  Now all the non-Catholic religions say that the
0.7% payment is discriminatory and unfair and that it
favours the Catholic Church.

Dog Gone
   A dog called Dexter, who went missing from Málaga
last year, has now turned up in Barcelona, approx’ 1,000
kilometres away.  Nobody knows how the dog, who is
chipped, got there.  Unfortunately the couple who
owned him in Málaga are in the process of separating
and cannot decide whether to have him back or not.  If
they do not take him back they have just 20 days to pay
over 600€ to facilitate his adoption or face a denuncia
from the municipality in Barcelona.

One more on  top?
   A 63 year old woman from Gijón has been arrested by
the Guardia Civil for travelling five kilometres with her
55 year old sister in law on the roof of the car.
It happened in mid-June after the two women had an
argument, with the younger woman jumping onto the
car in an attempt to get the older woman to stop driving
away.  The matter was reported to the police who
eventually stopped the car.

Some Norwegian Humour
Q: What is the difference between Swedes and Norwegians?
A: The Swedes have nice neighbours!

Ole and Lena were getting on in years. Ole was 92 and Lena
was 89. One evening they were sitting on the porch in their
rocking chairs. Ole reached over and patted Lena on her knee.
"Lena, vat ever happened tew our sexual relations?" he asked.
"Vell, Ole, I yust don't know," replied Lena. "I don't tink ve
even got a card from dem last Christmas."

Olaf & Sven were fishing one day when Sven pulled out a
cigar finding he had no matches, he asked Olaf for a light.
"Ya, shure, I tink I haff a lighter," he replied. Then reaching
into his tackle box, he pulled out a Bic lighter 10 inches long.
"Yiminy Cricket!" exclaimed Sven, taking the huge Bic light-
er in his hands "Vhere dit yew git dat monster??"
"Vell," replied Olaf, "I got it from my Genie."
"You haff a genie in yor tackle box?" Sven asked.
"Ya, shure It's right here in my tackle box," says Olaf.
"Could I see him?"
So Olaf opens his tackle box & sure enough, out pops the
genie. Addressing the genie, Sven says, "Hey dere! I'm a good
friend of your master. Vill you grant me vun vish?"
"Yes, I will," says the genie.
So Sven asks the genie for a million bucks. The genie disap-
pears back into the tackle box leaving Sven sitting there,
waiting for his million bucks.
Shortly, the sky darkens & is filled with the sound of a million
ducks... flying overhead.
Over the roar of the million ducks and Sven, covered in
duck-shit, yells at Olaf. "Yumpin' Yimminy I asked for a
million bucks, not a million ducks!"
Olaf answers, "Ya, I forgot to tell yew dat da genie is hart of
hearing. Do yew really tink I asked for a 10-inch Bic?"

One morning Ole woke up to find Lena had died. Ole called
the operator. "My wife Lena has died." he said. The operator
said "Oh. I'm so sorry to hear that. We can send over an
ambulance for her. Where do you live?" Ole replied "On
Eucalyptus Street". The operator asked "Can you spell that for
me?" Ole said "No. Why don't I just haul her down to Oak St?"

Ole was having eye trouble, so he went to see the optometrist.
"Put this little gadget over your left eye, Ole," said the optom-
etrist. "Now over the right eye, now the left eye. No, Ole, I
said left eye. Now right . . . No Ole, your right eye!"
Completely confused, Ole just looked at the optometrist.
"Now, Ole," the optometrist continued, "just remember which
is your left hand. OK, Ole, cover your right eye . . . No Ole,
that's your left eye!"
 Finally in exasperation, the optometrist took a brown paper
bag, cut a hole in it, put it over Ole's head, and moved the hole
back and forth from the left eye to the right eye. "Now, Ole,"
asked the optometrist, "How is that?"
"Vell, Doc, I guess it's all right," said Ole. "But I vas vishing
I could have some wire rims like Sven."

‘I’m at the age where food has taken the place of sex in
my life. In fact, I’ve just had a mirror put over the
kitchen table’                                  Rodney Dangerfield.

In a terrorist outrage, 23 people have been found glued to the ceiling,
walls and seats on a train in Dublin. Police now believe that Irish Muslims
have set off the first ‘No More Nails bomb.’
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Out & About

   The Mercadona which was at Punta Prima has now closed while a new larger store has opened in Los Balcones.  The
Eroski supermarket in Punta Prima is now a Consum one.  One would wonder if the Consum supermarket in Los Altos
will remain after the summer.  I hope so.  The Aldi’s by Dream Hills 2 is now open but I have yet to see a crowd in there.

World Cup Mania has taken over the bars with flags of various nationalities, particularly Spanish and English in
abundance.  When I drifted (or meandered)  into one of the bars in Via park V, there were so many people wearing white
garments with a cross I thought I had drifted into a Klu Klux Klan meeting!  But of course it was the hinglish gringos,
as ever faithful and supportive to their overpaid and under-performing heroes.  Now that England are out of the World
Cup, it will be interesting to see if the people who were ‘glued’ to the England games will follow the remaining games.
   Speaking of bars, while travelling down the hill towards Lago Jardin 2 - the pot-holes are back again by the way - ,
you might just notice what appears to be an illegal bar or shebeen on the right-hand side of the road, just before the
dentists.  It seems to be operated by the couple who had La Perla bar, which is now closed.  It cannot be too long before
the ‘boys in green’ pay them a visit.
   The newest, and probably the largest bar in the Costa Blanca has just opened in the Los Dolses area.  It is called de
Bassus.  You can’t miss it as it has a ten food beer stein on the roof!   This is a Bavarian beerkeller with lots of space
inside and out, with long tables and waitresses in traditional Bavarian dress.  The interior design is very striking,
particularly the chandelier and the bar area.  There is an open kitchen and micro-brewery, and although an awful lot of
sausage, the food looked very good and reasonably priced.  There is also a glassed-off play area for the ankle-biters.
   The old Asturias restaurant has now reopened as a Chinese restaurant, the Big Wok.  The interior of this very large
restaurant has been gutted and it now boasts new ceilings and floors together with a good air-conditioning system.  Most
of these ‘woks’ offer much the same fare, although this is the only one I have seen frogs’ legs on offer!  We have been
there three times for lunch, 9.80€ each plus drinks, and I have been a bit disappointed with the quantity of food on offer
with each visit, particularly the starters.  One lunchtime, the food was not out by 1.45pm!  I used to recommend the Wok
Gran Mundo in Pilar de Horadada, but now unfortunately it too has dropped its standards and it is just not worth the trip.
   There have been many ferias or fairs in the general area during May and June.  The one in Torrevieja included a small
medieval market - not a patch on the one earlier this year in Orihuela - but a big fiesta has been the Fiesta San Juan.
Originally a pagan festival coinciding with the Summer solstice, this is the first fiesta of the summer and it is celebrated
throughout Spain, the largest and best being held in Alicante.  The Night of Saint John is also celebrated in Scandinavia,
much of South America and the Philippines.  Locally, Torrevieja do it justice with special events, processions, bonfires
(hogueras) on the beach and a big firework display at midnight on June 23/24.   (As I write this I can hear the fireworks
in Torrevieja and our dog is hiding under my desk!)  A number of large figures (ninots), mostly humorous, satirical and
very creative, are specially made for the festival out of wood, paper maché, cardboard and polystyrene.  But these lovely
creations are then destroyed in the bonfires!  In Alicante, the firework display is always impressive; this year, one of the
fireworks released from the top of the fort overlooking the town, exploded into the shape of a giant palm tree over 400
metres wide!  This year the firemen have asked that less cork and plastic products are used in future ninots as they raise
too much black toxic smoke when they burn.  There are many traditions associated with the festival, one being that if
people jump three times over the same bonfire on the beach on San Juan's night, they will be cleansed and purified, and
their problems burned away.  This can be very dangerous and there are teams of Red Cross volunteers on hand for the
inevitable accidents.  People also write wishes on a piece of paper and throw them into the bonfire.  A much safer
tradition  recommends placing three potatoes (peeled, un-peeled and half-peeled - the basic ingredients of an Irish mixed
grill) underneath the bed before going to sleep. The next morning, one must pull out one potato (without looking) which
will predict what the rest of the year has in store: the peeled potato signifies monetary problems; the one that is
half-peeled means many ups and downs; and the un-peeled potato calls for great health and economic prosperity.

The Lost (or late!) Psalm
Gordon Brown is my Shepherd

I shall not work
He leadeth me beside the still factories

He restoreth my faith
in the Conservative Party

Yea, though I wait for my dole
I own the bank that refuses me.

Brown has anointed my income with taxes
My expenses runeth over my income.

Surely poverty and hard living will follow me
all the day’s lived in a rented home with an

overseas landlord.
I am glad I am British, I am glad I am free,

But I wish I were a dog
And Brown was a tree.

(B & K Allen)

First Grade
A group of young children were trying very hard to become accus-
tomed to the first grade.  The biggest hurdle they faced was that the
teacher insisted on NO baby talk! "You need to use 'Big People'
words," she was always reminding them.
She asked Chris what he had done over the weekend.  "I went to visit
my Nana."
"No, you went to visit your GRANDMOTHER. Use Big People'
words!"  She then asked Mitchell what he had done.  I took a ride on
a choo choo." She said "No, you took a ride on a TRAIN. You must
remember to use ‘Big People’ words."
She then asked little Alec what he had done.  "I read a book," he re-
plied.  "That's wonderful!" the teacher said. "What book did you
read?"
Alec thought real hard about it, then puffed out his chest with great
pride, and said, "Winnie the Shit."
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Maypole Financial Services offer impartial advice and as we
are independent we are able to advise on products from the
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Initial discussions are FREE and always without
obligation.

Telephone Mike Heighway
Your LOCAL Financial Advisor
Registered for Advice in Spain.

Office: 00 44 1384 352345
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Spain: 650 787 629
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Where do I invest?

One of the most important aspects of investing
money is to understand the correlation between
risk and reward. In theory at least, investments
with a greater degree of risk, carry the potential
for greater reward. The easiest analogy to ex-
plain this is fishing. If you fish from the quay
you are only likely to catch small fry, but you
are safe. If you went in a boat but stayed within
the harbour walls you will probably catch
slightly bigger fish. But it carries more risk to
your safety. If you want to chase the big fish
you need to leave the harbour walls and enter
into more dangerous waters. Which option
would you choose?
   I bet, not even having met you, the middle
option is your immediate inclination. That is
human nature; the comfortable middle ground.
The problem is, it’s not very scientific is it?
   That’s why at Maypole Financial Services we
have developed a model to evaluate your pre-
cise attitude to risk in relation to potential
reward. By working closely together with de-
tailed analysis tools we will, with you, find
your precise comfort zone. This is represented
quite simply as number between one and ten,
with ten being the riskiest and most volatile. In
my many years I have yet to meet anyone in
either the nine or ten category. There’s always
a first time!
   Once we’ve ascertained your ‘risk profile’
we can start to consider asset allocation. If
your analysis came out to five for example this
doesn’t necessarily mean all your investments
will be risk factor five. By using our model we
are able to let clients have a small percentage
of their assets in potentially higher return areas
whilst keeping the whole portfolio within your
chosen parameters.
   Part of our service is that we will review your
investments regularly and meet with you to
ensure that you are still comfortable with your
investment and also to rebalance.
Over time investment portfolio’s become distorted as one area out grows another. This has the effect of
moving the portfolio’s balance away from your chosen level of risk. Regular reviews allow you to consolidate
gains and move money into less volatile areas, thus preserving capital in turbulent times, such as those recently
witnessed.
   It is also important that your investments are as tax efficient as possible in order to maximise your gains.
But, we do not let tax be the tail that wags the dog. After all, would you prefer 2% tax free or pay tax on 10%?
   Finally, and I realise that I have spoken much about risk in this article, but one of the biggest risks is one
that each and all of us is exposed to. Inflation risk! With your money in bank accounts typically receiving
about 1% interest and inflation typically around 4% how much will your savings be worth in real terms in say
five years? It isn’t a pleasant thought and you should do something about it sooner rather than later!
   The above relates to investments both small and large , so do not think that its not for you.
Please e-mail me mike@maypolefs.co.uk or  use the phone numbers on our advert.

Maypole Financial Services is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority.
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SOUTH FACING

SATELLITE TV AIR/CON
TWO COMMUNITY POOLS

FOR MORE DETAILS
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www.dreamhillsvilla.com
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 South facing
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Competitive Rates
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Or Dave 00441132529884

The editor, Mick, can be contacted at mick.dreamscene@gmail.com or at 586 Dream Hills.
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WANTED - Storage area to rent, garage or similar, preferably with power.
Contact Dave on 664 204 916.

3 Lions or 11 donkeys?
England matches have been moved to a porn channel after the Algeria &
German matches.  The sight of 11 arseholes getting hammered for 90 minutes
was far too explicit for ordinary television.
Fifa have released a statement saying the fan didn’t break into the dressing room
after all, but was let in by goalkeeper Rob Green.
This World Cup is working out like WW2 - France has ‘done a runner’, the USA
turned up late, and England were left to fight the Germans!
 Capello asks Wayne Rooney, "Why is it that every time you get the ball you
dribble it round Rio Ferdinand, Shawn Wright Phillips and Emile Heskey."
Rooney replies, "Because, you told me to boss!"
"No, No," says Capello, "I told you to run round the cones."
Message to Agent Capello:  Mission accomplished. Return to Scotland.

Diabetic?
If you have been diagnosed as a diabetic there is a very successful support group,
which meets on the last Wednesday of every month at 11am at Hoggies Bar in
San Luis.  The support group is fully funded by the Help Association Vega Baja,
so there are no fees.
This tends to be a large group and the support and advice is first class.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
   The Spanish National Police are asking people not to reveal on social network-
ing sites such as Facebook when they are going on holiday.
  If you own property in Dream Hills and have not already exchanged your old
pool cards for the new one, you can now do so by going to the Administrator’s
office, Inversiones Torrevieja, in Constitution Square in Torrevieja.  You will
need to bring your passport.  If you want your neighbours to exchange your card,
you will have to supply them with written authorisation or fax the administrators.

Mosquito & Insect Bites - Helpful Hints
The best mosquito repellents appear to have Deet in them.  Boots Repel Extra Strength and Jungle Formula Extra
Strength, both with 50% diethyltoluamide (Deet), are recommended as ‘best buys’ from the consumer organisation,
Which.  However, if you are not happy using products containing Deet, why not try the Avon product ‘Skin So Soft’
which is also well known as an insect repellant and you can also get a product from the Spanish pharmacy called
‘Halley,’ which is popular with the Spanish and very effective. There are of course many other products available.
If you have been bitten very badly go to the hospital or clinic in case there are complications.  However if you want relief
from the odd inflamed bite, there are plenty of remedies available at the pharmacy.  Also, if you break up part of an
aspirin, mix some water with it and apply to the bitten area, it will provide some relief.   You can also buy a tube of
Fenergan, a phenothiazine and anti-histamine, from the chemist for four or five euro but one of my favourites is a
mechanical device called Aspivenin.  This is a precision-made mini-pump which creates a controlled and sustained
vacuum over the bite to draw out the poison from bites and stings.  The device, which I have used successfully a couple
of times during the last few weeks, costs just £16stg including postage.  You can find out more at www.flairpath.com

“Life is all about ass; you’re either
covering it, kicking it, kissing it,
busting it, trying to get a piece of it
or behaving like one.”    Stephen Jolly


